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1. SUMMARY
During 1997, IOM provided return and resettlement assistance to 40,621 UNITA (National
Union for the Total Independence of Angola) ex-combatants and 107,197 dependants in 15
Selection and Demobilization Centres (SDCs) and 5 War Disabled Centres (WDCs) spread
throughout 11 of Angola's 18 Provinces. Reintegration kits were provided to all these ex-
combatants. Additionally, 4,181 kits were provided to family members of that number of ex-
UNITA troops who were incorporated into the FAA. These families also received return
assistance. Also in 1997, 360 underage soldiers of the FAA were demobilized and provided
with similar assistance packages. Including beneficiaries assisted during the earlier and later
phases of the Rapid Demobilization, a total of 42,053 ex-combatants and 117,611
dependants were provided with return assistance. As of the end of October 1998, 47,103
Reintegration kits had been distributed. IOM thus greatly contributed to the implementation
of the Lusaka Protocol and the advancement of the peace process.

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this project was to provide return and resettlement assistance to all the
UNITA (National Union for the Total Independence of Angola) ex-combatants and their
dependants registered as eligible and present for demobilization in the 15 SDCs and 5
WDCs throughout Angola. Additionally all demobilized soldiers (DS) would receive IOM
reintegration kits. Assistance to this caseload was provided in the context of the first phase
of the Rapid Demobilization Programme in Angola and was a priority for the continuation of
the peace process.

Each ex-combatant and his family was resettled into their area of origin or choice, and was
provided with a multi-purpose take-home reintegration kit containing essential items to cover
their immediate needs as they entered civilian life. This is to be seen as a first step toward,
and as preparation for, the full reintegration into civilian life of demobilized soldiers in
Angola.

There were three further categories of beneficiary for the Reintegration Kits :

Ø The senior remaining member of the immediate family of a soldier incorporated into the
FAA (provided that they had been living with the soldier during the quartering phase).

Ø  The so-called "Special Categories", soldiers who had left the SDCs and WDCs prior to
their demobilization to work with various Government institutions such as the National
Police, IRSEM, INAROE in social or de-mining work, were also entitled to kits. 869 kits to
this group were distributed in 1998.

Ø The 360 Under-aged soldiers of the FAA troops, all demobilized and provided with kits in
1997.

The information concerning the location of the demobilized soldiers and their families, and
the communities of resettlement, collected and analysed by IOM was provided on a monthly
basis to support further longer-term reintegration projects, and constituted the official
statistical report of the UN-assisted Rapid Demobilization Plan (RDP).
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3. RESULTS

IOM was mandated within the Lusaka Protocol as it pertained to demobilization activities to
assist the return to destination of choice of demobilized soldiers and their dependants, as
well as to distribute a multi-purpose kit to assist the ex-combatants in the first steps in their
resettlement and reintegration. Only dependants who were present in the SDCs and WDCs
were eligible for return assistance.

During the reporting period, IOM provided return and resettlement assistance and
reintegration kits to 40,621 UNITA (National Union for the Total Independence of Angola)
ex-combatants and 107,197 dependants in 15 SDCs and 5 WDCs throughout Angola. A
further 360 FAA under-aged soldiers (with no dependants) were similarly assisted.
Additionally, 4,181 reintegration kits were provided to 10,282 family members of 4,181
soldiers who had been incorporated into the FAA. These beneficiaries also received return
assistance.

4. ACTIVITIES

Activities prior to the reporting period

IOM s Demobilization, Return and Re-settlement Assistance programme to the Quartered
Troops of UNITA and the FAA soldiers registered in their barracks began, after many delays
on the 25th of September 1996 with assistance being given to 46 newly demobilized under-
aged soldiers in Vila Nova SDC in Huambo Province.

By the 31st of December 1996, 1,072 Under-aged soldiers (along with their 132
accompanying dependants) had been demobilized, provided with reintegration kits and
assisted to their destination of choice. No adult able-bodied or war-disabled troops were
demobilized or assisted in 1996.

Activities after the reporting period

On the 1st of January 1998 there were only six UNITA soldiers from the WDC of Mavinga /
Kavaleka in Cuando Cubango Province who had not been demobilized. Their demobilization
on the 11th of January brought the "quartered troops" phase of the demobilization of UNITA
troops to a close. There remained the "Special Categories" (which included UNITA's High
Ranking Officers and other pending cases from the quartered phase). IOM distributed 854
kits to this group between the 13th of March and 23rd of April 1998, and a further 15 in
October. There remain a further 37 former soldiers with the right to receive a reintegration kit
who are expected to be demobilized in November 1998. These cases were not resolved
earlier due to technical difficulties that have now in the main, been overcome.

Reporting Period Activities (January  December 1997)

The period from January 1997 to April 15th 1997 saw the continuation of the demobilization
of UNITA s underage soldiers. The period thereafter saw the continuation of this activity,
concurrently with the implementation of the demobilization, assisted return and reintegration
of the adult soldiers (both able-bodied and disabled).
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Several demobilization plans were presented during 1996 and in the first months of 1997.
The plans varied principally in two aspects, firstly in the length of time the demobilization
was expected to take, and secondly as to whether the demobilization would be effected
SDC by SDC, region by region or simultaneously in all assembly areas. The Rapid
Demobilization Plan (RDP) eventually agreed upon by the members of the Joint
Commission, based partly on the recommendations of the Technical Working Group for
Demobilization and Reintegration (TWGDR) of which IOM was a fully participating member,
differed from previous plans in several ways.

For example :

• Previous plans foresaw the completion of the process of normalisation of State
Administration1 before beginning the demobilization of troops.

• A Government of National Unity and Reconciliation (GURN) would be established as a
pre-condition for the normalisation and extension of State Administration.

• Originally demobilization was to take place after UNITA troops had been incorporated
into the unified FAA army.

• It was previously foreseen that all under-age soldiers would be demobilized and assisted
before adult able-bodied and disabled troops would be attended to.

The establishment of the Government of National Unity and Reconciliation in mid-April
paved the way for demobilization to begin on the 15th of April, before all Angolan territory
was officially under the control of the GURN. A phased plan was developed for the
establishment of state administration whilst demobilization was in progress. State
Administration would be re-established in the vicinity of the SDCs before the demobilization
in that area would begin.

The delays that had occurred in the establishment of the GURN, which also caused delays
in the demobilization of the under-age soldiers, meant that among other effects, these
soldiers were demobilized simultaneously with their adult colleagues. Additionally, UNITA
troops were demobilized as UNITA troops, rather than being first incorporated into the FAA.

The delays and changes to the intended procedures over time also meant that the various
funding appeals that IOM made for this project, especially as represented in the Inter-
Agency Appeals for 1996 and 1997, reflected previous versions of the demobilization plan,
and not that which was eventually implemented. It will also be seen that various delays
caused by a variety of factors meant that even the plan finally implemented with the
approval of all partners was not strictly adhered to.

The Reporting Period Activities may be split into three phases, pre-demobilization activities,
day of demobilization activities and post-demobilization activities.

1 This involved the handing over of UNITA-controlled territory to the Government of National Unity and Reconciliation (GURN) and the
installation of GURN-appointed administrators and civil security (Police) forces.
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4.1  Pre-demobilization activities

Pre-demobilization activities may be split into three categories2;

4.1.1 those carried out in the Selection and Demobilization Centres and
War Disabled Centres,

4.1.2 those carried out in the Provincial Sub-Offices

4.1.3 those carried out in the IOM Angola HQ in Luanda.

4.1.1 Activities carried out in the Selection and Demobilization Centres and War
Disabled Centres (SDCs & WDCs)

i. Registration in the Selection & Demobilization Centres (SDCs) and War Disabled
Centres (WDCs)

ii. "Headcounts" in the SDCs and WDCs

iii. Medical Screening

4.1.2 Activities in the Provincial Sub-Offices (PSOs)

i. Establishment of Transit Centres with Health Facilities

ii. Hiring and Training of Angolan staff in Demobilization procedures

iii. Hiring and Training of Health workers

iv. Development of the "Movement Plan" (in co-ordination with UNVs in the SDCs &
WDCs)

v. Establishment of contacts with local private transport capacity

4.1.3 Activities in the Luanda HQ

i. Processing of registration data to establish sites for Transit Centres and
potential Land & Air transport requirements

ii. Contacts with Insurance providers for coverage for transport beneficiaries

2 The pre-demobilization and demobilization day activities were different for Underage Soldiers (UnS). These activities are briefly
described in section 4.1.4.
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iii. Contacts with MONUA, WFP and other logistics partners to agree on terms of
co-operation for fuel, air transport and other logistical requirements

iv. Co-ordination within the Technical Working Group of the Joint Commission for
Demobilization and Reintegration  for the disussion and resolution of procedures and
difficulties, and transmission of results to the field for implementation.

4.1.1 Activities in the Selection and Demobilization Centres and War
Disabled Centres (SDCs & WDCs)

i. Registration in the Selection & Demobilization Centres (SDCs) and War
Disabled Centres (WDCs)

Following the signing of the Lusaka Protocol in November 1994, all of UNITA s declared
troops were gathered into Assembly Areas to hand over their weapons to the UN (UNAVEM)
and to be selected for the FAA, or to await their demobilization. This process began in
November of 1995 and was only completed in December of 1996.

Initially only 15 Assembly Areas were planned, but later the five War Disabled Centres were
added to the list, thus allowing the disabled to stay where they were, rather than having to
travel large distances to the established and approved centres.

This brought the number of centres from which troops were to be demobilized to twenty.

Each assembly area contained a United Nations Administrative Centre along with UN
troops. A DRTO from UCAH was also present. There were also medical facilities provided in
the most part by NGOs contracted by UCAH. Additionally, various NGOs were given the
responsibility of distributing the WFP food to all soldiers awaiting demobilization, and to their
families in the Family Areas which were later set up near to the Assembly Areas. Such areas
were set up to maintain the military nature of the Assembly Areas whilst also providing for
the humanitarian situation of they and their dependents.

The DRTOs of UCAH were primarily responsible for the co-ordination of the camp
management, but frequently became involved in other activities. They were also responsible
for the registration of the UNITA soldiers and for the production of demobilization
documentation.

The registration process involved the collection of a number of socio-economic data above
and beyond simple name, rank and number. Apart from establishing the combatant's
identity, also established the size of the combatant's family, and their intended destination
for post-demobilization re-settlement. This information was of particular importance to IOM,
since it formed the database for the post-demobilization return assistance planning, and the
siting of Transit Centres.

These databases thus established were shared between all parties, UCAH, IOM, FAA,
IRSEM/ SeCoR etc.
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ii. "Headcounts" in the SDCs and WDCs

Headcounts were held every two weeks, and involved the physical counting of all soldiers in
the SDCs. WDCs, partly due to their isolated location, usually had less frequent
headcounrts. This procedure allowed the database to be constantly updated, and allowed
the monitoring of the in and outflow of soldiers in the assembly areas, which in turn was
used as a base for, for example, food requirements. The UCAH DRTO was responsible for
the Headcount procedure, whilst IOM UNV staff either assisted, or in the absence of UCAH
staff took over the responsibility.

The headcounts also allowed soldiers to update, verify or alter their personal details
(increasing or decreasing family size as a result of births and deaths, or altering their
intended post-demobilization destination for example) in the database.

The "Final Headcount" was conducted two weeks before the date on which the actual
demobilization of troops from that SDC or WDC was expected to begin. In some cases,
such as in Licua and Andulo and especially Muxinda and Jamba, amongst others, last
minute delays in the start of the process lead to the "Last Headcount" occurring a month or
more before the demobilization process in that area actually did begin.

Combatants who were not present at the "Final Headcount were considered "deserters" and
would not be eligible for demobilization with full benefits (including those such as IOM's of
return assistance and re-integration kit from the international community). This rule was
however, relaxed in the case of the Region 1 SDCs which were the first SDCs (along with
the WDC of Bonga) to be demobilized3. The Final headcount also gave the combatant the
last opportunity to alter his personal data and/or intended destination. Since post-
demobilization Return Assistance to area of choice was considered a "benefit" rather than a
right to all, those who on demobilization day expressed a desire to change their destination
of choice from that stated at the last headcount were offered the alternative of travelling to a
different point along the same route that the vehicle travelling to their previously stated
destination, or were told that they were in effect "refusing" their willingness to accept the
benefit offered. This policy was developed after the completion of the demobilization of
Regions 1 and 24.

iii. Medical Screening

The screenings sought to identify individuals who would require special attention during their
return to their chosen place of resettlement, or those who were at that time unfit to travel,
and who would require medical assistance prior to their resettlement.

IOM trained nurses seconded from UNITA to carry out the Pre-Departure Screenings (PDS).
The PDS were co-ordinated by the IOM Medical Team with the support of the Medical
Section of the WHO/UCAH (Humanitarian Co-ordination Unit) and of several international
NGOs working in 15 UNITA Soldiers Quartering Areas and 5 War Disabled Centres
scattered in almost all the Provinces of Angola.

Pre-Departure Screenings of at risk individuals amongst soldiers and dependants led to the
detection of 8,522 people particularly vulnerable for medical conditions and to their referral
to local Health Posts or Hospitals for treatment/stabilisation. It is estimated that at least

3 Further information is provided in section 3.2. Demobilization Day Activities, sub-section "Delays in the SDCs and WDCs.
4 Further details are provided in section 3.2.4 "Assisted return to destination of choice".
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276,000 individuals (representing 80% of the people living in and around the UNITA
quartering areas) were screened. Pregnancy and a number of physical and mental
disabilities and chronic diseases proved to be the most common causes of potential
vulnerability during transport.

iv. Reintegration Kit storage

One of the mandated benefits offered to demobilized soldiers was the IOM reintegration kit
(see Annex 1 for exact composition). This kit was intended to provide immediate assistance
to a demobilized soldier and his family in the days and weeks following their arrival in their
destination of choice. The kit was provided to a demobilized soldier (or the family of a soldier
selected for, and incorporated in the FAA, National Police Force or a similar government
body) on the day of his demobilization, and therefore had to be stored in advance in the
SDCs and WDCs.

Warehouse space was usually provided for and guarded by UNAVEM or MONUA staff, but
in several areas, Quibaxe SDC for example warehouse space was obtained from NGOs or
WFP, and elsewhere, especially in remote areas such as Jamba, in structures created by
IOM.

The UNVs in the SDCs were responsible for the maintenance of the inventory.

The kits were supplied to the SDCs either directly from the resource centres in Luanda and
Benguela (eventually for the sake of security all resources were concentrated in Benguela)
or through the Provincial Sub-Offices (PSOs). Some PSOs had storage facilities within their
office structure, others, Uige for example, rented separate warehouses.

IOM Staff in Assembly Areas (Pre-demobilization)

IOM maintained United Nations Volunteers (UNVs) in most of the SDCs & WDCs especially
those where demobilization was intended to take place in the first phase.

IOM maintained UNVs in many of the assembly areas from early 1996 onwards. Their
functional title was « Demobilization Registration and Logistic Co-ordination Officer ».

The IOM UNVs assisted UCAH in many of the tasks of the DRTO, such as in the
identification and registration of the soldiers and their dependants to be assisted on
demobilization, and in the photoregistration using the IDTEL digital photo system which was
used to computerise the photographs.

UNVs also helped oversee the IOM Medical component which involved the provision of pre-
departure medical checks to all soldiers and dependants. The purpose of these checks was
to identify beneficiaries who might need special care during the post-demobilization return
assistance phase. This pre-departure check was then foolowed up with a « pre-embark
check » which confirmed fitness to travel, or confirmed that a medical escort would be
required, or confirmed that the beneficiary should further await recovery before travelling.

Having helped UCAH to register the soldiers and their dependants, and having gained
knowledge of the area in terms of road access, the UNVs, in co-ordination with the
Provincial Sub-Offices, were well placed to develop the Movement Plan5.

5 See section 3.1.2.iv "Development of the Movement Plan" and separate annex for an example.
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In total, IOM Angola used 24 UNVs, although not all simultaneously. The maximum number
of UNVs which IOM employed at any one time was sixteen, when demobilization was
already underway in June 1997.

The 24 UNVs included fourteen different nationalities, covering four continents, only North
Americans and Autralasians were not included. The greatest contingent came from
Moçambique (7), followed by other African countries (5), Former Soviet Union (4) and other
Eastern European countries (3). There were also two Peruvians, two Western Europeans
and one Philipino.

At the start of 1997, IOM had UNVs or other international staff in the following SDCs and
WDCs :

SDC Londuimbali Region 1
SDC Quibala Region 1
SDC Vila Nova Region 1
WDC Bonga Region 1
SDC Chicuma Region 2
SDC N'gove Region 2
SDC Negage Region 3
SDC Quibaxe Region 3
SDC Catala Region 4
SDC Chitembo Region 5
WDC Jamba / Biongue Region 6

4.1.2 Activities in the Provincial Sub-Offices

i. Establishment of Transit Centres with Health Facilities

Angola is a large country with a sub-standard road network. For this reason it was inevitable
that some of the demobilized soldiers' destinations would be more than one day's journey
away from the site at which they had been demobilized. In order for IOM to allow the
demobilized soldiers to return to their destinations of choice in dignity it was necessary that
Transit Centres in strategic locations be established. These transit centres also included
medical facilities, staffed by trained nurses seconded from the Ministry of Health. In the
main, UNICEF supplied the medical equipment and medicines. Work began on the Transit
Centres in 1996 and the above centres were open and functioning by the beginning of the
demobilization process in September 1996.

The siting of the IOM Provincial Sub-Offices was based on two main criteria: proximity to
SDCs and WDCs on one hand, and the need for them to lie along the routes expected to
bear the heaviest traffic of returning demobilized soldiers and their dependants.

PSOs were established in Huambo, Bié, Malange and Uige, based on the first criterion, and
in Benguela, Huila6 and Luanda based on the second criterion.

Sites for transit centres were in the main requested of MINARS or provincial government
authorities, and in Luanda, Uige, Huambo, Bié (Kuito), Benguela and Malange, such sites
were used. In Huila, a number of abandoned structures in Toco, some 35 kms (but one a

6 Whilst the Chicuma and N'gove SDCs (Region 2) were actually in Benguela and Huila provinces respectively, access from those
provincial capitals was so difficult, insecure or distant that the demobilization operations in those SDCs were managed by Huambo
PSO.
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half hour's drive) from Lubango, the provincial capital, were rented privately and
rehabilitated.

Additionally, in 1997, temporary transit centres were established in Jamba, Mavinga, Licua
(all Cuando Cubango province) and Luena (Moxico Province) which were dismantled after
the demobilization operations in Jamba / Biongue, Mavinga / Kavaleka, Licua and Lumege
respectively were concluded. These transit centres served mainly for beneficiaries awaiting
return assistance by air.

Finally, a number of night "stop-over" points were planned, in order to provide basic cooking
and sanitary facilities for beneficiaries who would be travelling long distances without
passing through the provincial capitals. These were planned to be mainly in Huila Province
(for beneficiaries travelling south from SDCs and WDCs in Regions 1 and 2). These stop
over points were not eventually needed as the actual destinations of demobilized soldiers
and their dependants differed markedly from those declared in the initial registrations,
collated in July of 1996.

In some cases the Transit Centres were not used as much as expected, for example
soldiers demobilized from assembly areas in Huambo flatly refused to stay in the Huambo
Transit Centre. Their fears were partially justified when in Uige, demobilized soldiers were
harrassed by the National Police Force on occasion, and a few were temporarily detained
until IOM requested the intervention of the Vice-Governor of the Province.

In most cases beneficiaries spent only a single night in the Transit Centres, however, due to
various difficulties with flight scheduling, the « temporary » Transit Centres of Luena and
Licua supported beneficiaries in some cases for up to a week, and in Jamba for more than a
month. Flight scheduling was occasionally made difficult by a shortage of planes, but delays
were more usually caused by the various stoppages which the demobilization process
suffered.

In addition to the nurses, IOM also maintained logistical staff responsible for the Transit
Centre (for guaranteeing sanitation and that sufficient water be available) as well as guards.

The total costs associated with Transit Centres was much greater than expected, caused by
the delays in the initiation of the demobilization operations, and then by the longer duration
than expected.

In other cases, and this was especially true in Huila, planning was based on July 1996 data
which foresaw a large amount of movement through the Transit Centre. When the
destinations were changed, the Huila Transit Centre saw almost no activity. It had to be
maintained however in case the originally declared destinations were ultimately respected.

Despite this, all efforts were made to downscale the Transit Centre once the demobilization
process had moved away from that area. Thus it was that after the closure of the N tuco,
Negage and Quibaxe SDCs in July 1997, the Uige Transit Centre was scaled down, since
traffic was expected to be much lower. It was eventually completely closed in December
1997.

ii. Hiring and Training of Angolan staff in Demobilization procedures

Whilst UNVs were IOM's main, and more or less permanent presence in the SDCs and
WDCs, during the demobilization operations many more staff were required in order that
IOM successfully fulfil it's mandate.
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Staff-members were recruited locally; trained staff were normally hired in the provincial
capitals and trained for operations there. In the remote SDCs and WDCs of Cuando
Cubango, IOM's assistants were often identified for IOM by UNITA, and were recruited from
the local population. In these areas too, all nurses, both for Pre-departure Screenings and
Pre-Embark Checks7 were seconded from UNITA.

On the day of demobilization, IOM required between fifteen and twenty local staff (including
five nurses). They filled in the Travel Cards (see example in annex), verified the benefit
cards provided by UCAH, distributed the IOM reintegration kits and helped the demobilized
soldiers and their dependants into the correct vehicles.

Travel Cards were prepared in the Luanda HQ, following the forwarding to IOM by UCAH of
their "Final Headcount" database. The Travel Card provided details of the demobilized
soldier (name, demobilization number etc.) and his dependants, as well as his intended
destination. When the demobilized soldier decided to change his destination on
demobilization day (either by deciding to stay in situ, by refusing his right to the assisted
return benefit, or by chossing a different destination along the route to his original
destination), such changes were recorded on the travel card. Also, if the demobilized soldier
travelled with fewer dependants than those registered, this alteration was recorded on the
Travel Card. The recording of these changes allowed HQ Luanda to provide accurate
reports on the number of demobilized soldiers and their dependants assisted in their return
to each destination, in this way building up the official record of demobilized soldiers'
locations, to be forwarded to partners involved in reintegration projects.

iii. Hiring and Training of Health workers in Transit Centres

An IOM Medical Team composed of two medical doctors (a CMO, and a Field Medical
Assistant with local contract) and a Health Pedagogue, supported by 30 Nurses seconded
from the Ministry of Health were deployed for this exercise. The Transit Centres in Cuando
Cubango province (in Jamba, Mavinga and Licua) employed UNITA nurses.

Nurses and Health Promoters received special training, for which manuals and guidelines
were produced. All the staff seconded received professional equipment and small incentives
in cash from IOM, as well as incentives in kind obtained through an agreement between the
World Food Program and IOM within the WFP Food for Work  program.

Health facilities in the Transit Centres were and equipped with the support of UNICEF. More
than 6,000 in-transit patients were attended or referred to other institutions. Malaria,
Respiratory Infections, Diarrhoea, Parasitosis, Skin Diseases, Conjunctivitis, Wounds and
Traumas were the most common causes for having recourse to the Transit Centre Clinics. In
8 cases mothers gave birth with the attendance of IOM nurses.

OUT PATIENT CONSULTATIONS AT TRANSIT CENTRE CLINICS IN 1997
CAUSES OF CONSULTATION TOTAL %

1.  Malaria 2,064 34.85
2.  Upper Tract Respiratory Infections 183 3.10
3.  Lower Tract respiratory Infections 676 11.40
4.  Acute Diarrhoea 551 9.30
5.  Dysenteric Diarrhoea 169 2.85
6.  Parasitosis and Gastro-Intestinal Disorders 658 11.10
7.  Wounds and Trauma 203 3.42

7 See section 3.2.1 "Pre-Embark Medical Check (P.E.C.)
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8.  Sexually Transmitted Diseases 80 1.35
9.  Urinary Tract Infections 133 2.25
10.  Malnutrition 105 1.77
11.  Eye Diseases 297 5.01
12.  Otorhinolaryngology 87 1.46
13.  Obstetrics/Gynaecology 102 1.72
14.  Skin Diseases 306 5.16
15.  Orthopaedics 81 1.36
16.  Others 230 3.90

GRAND TOTAL 5,925 100

iv. Development of the "Movement Plan"

Having helped UCAH to register the soldiers and their dependants, and having gained
knowledge of the area in terms of road access, the UNVs, in co-ordination with the
Provincial Sub-Offices, were well placed to develop the Movement Plan.

IOM was mandated to produce a movement plan based on the declared intended
destinations of the adult able-bodied and war disabled soldiers at the Final Headcount two
weeks before the demobilization was to begin. A different, parallel, procedure was
established in the case of under-aged soldiers. This plan would allow local authorities to be
alerted to the impending arrival of demobilized soldiers and principally, allowed all partners
to be aware of the plan for demobilization, facilitating the provision of armed MONUA
escorts (when travelling through « unstable » areas). It also allowed WFP for example to
plan their supplied of food which were given to demobilized soldiers on demobilization day.

By analysing the declared final destinations of the demobilized soldiers and their
dependants, IOM was also better able to plan its transport capacity requirements, and make
the necessary contacts and contracts to enable it to fulfill its mandate in the most efficient
manner possible.

It was noted however from the very first day of the demobilization of Adult Able-bodied
soldiers (on 15th April 1997 in Vila Nova, near Huambo) that the IOM movement plans were
not being respected. Frequently other bodies involved in the demobilization process callled
a halt to the process which led the plan to fall behind schedule. Attempts by demobilized
soldiers to change their destinations en masse also led to demobilized soldiers not returning
to their expected communities, thus showing the necessity of analysing Travel cards which
provided information on the real destinations as well as the expected destinations, in order
to provide accurate information for partners involved in reintegration projects.

The frequent failure of partner organizations and bodies to position their components of the
demobilization benefits, and the unexpected interruptions to the process ordered by UNITA
at a variety of levels within that organisation caused adherence to the movement plan to be
impossible. Often, IOM would call for the demobilization of soldiers with a certain
destination, only to be told there were no soldiers for that destination. Later, soldiers with
exactly that destination would present themselves for demobilization and assisted return.

It was an unexpected frustration which caused great financial prejudice to IOM and it's
donors.

An example of a movement plan is found in annex.
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v. Establishment of contacts with local private transport capacity

As with IOM's similar operation of return assistance to demobilized soldier and their
dependants in Moçambique, an additional theme was to help stimulate the depressed
provincial economies through the fulfilling of it's mandate principally through the use of
Angolan private transport capacity where possible.

To this end all PSOs made extensive contacts with private bus and truck owners both in
their own provinces and in neighbouring provinces in order that sufficient capacity to satisfy
the needs of the Rapid Demobilization Plan (RDP) be available.

On occasion this proved impossible in practice, especially in the more remote or "unstable"
parts of the country such as in Cuando Cubango and Moxico Provinces. In such cases IOM
was able to supplement it's privately hired fleet through collaborative agreements with
MONUA and in Moxico with MAG (Mine Action Group). MONUA, especially in the later
stages of operations in the SDCs of Caiundo and Licua (both in Cuando Cubango province)
were extremely supportive.

In cases where local truck capacity was insufficient, trucks were hired in Benguela or
Luanda and sent to work in the required areas. The various delays that the implementation
of the RDP encountered (especially in Region 1) caused some problems in the supply of
transport capacity. IOM had planned that trucks would complete operations in one Region
and then move on to work in others. The fact that Region 1 demobilization continued into
late June, meant that such operations were carried out as the demobilization in Region 2,
and Region 2 at the same time as Region 3 and so on. This meant that a larger pool of
vehicles than expected was required. At the same time, unexpected interruptions to the
process in some areas led to trucks being available but idle in one area, whilst another area
may have suffered from a shortage as a reason for an interruption there was suddenly
resolved. Thus, Quibaxe SDC suffered in it's final stages from delays caused by IOM's lack
of transport capacity since trucks had been reallocated to Negage SDC where interruptions
were few and far between. Contracts established a daily rate of payment for the vehicles
rented. These rates varied somewhat from province to province or from SDC to SDC based
on a number of factors including size and capacity of vehicle, type of vehicle (4x4 or 6x4
trucks were sometimes paid a "bonus"), quality of roads and security. Many transporters for
example refused to accept the same rates for work in Chicuma (where very bad roads led to
frequent punctures and much tyre wear) as in Vila Nova (relatively good roads). Also, even
with MONUA escorts, transporters demanded higher rates for travelling for example to
Lunda Norte or through Andulo where security fears were greatest.

By August 1997, an average rate of US$ 250 per day had been informally established,
though some were paid more and some less. Contracts also insisted that vehicles be
insured, at least with "third party" insurance. In many cases, through negotiation with ENSA,
the state-owned insurance company, IOM was able to help truck owners to obtain insurance
policies. IOM independently insured all it's passengers through a separate agreement with
ENSA.
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4.1.3 Activities in the Luanda HQ

i. Processing of registration data to establish sites for Transit Centres and
potential Land & Air transport requirements

IOM and UCAH acted in close co-operation throughout the entire demobilization process,
from initial pre-planning to post-demobilization analyses of demobilization data.

IOM had set up an Electronic Data Processing (EDP) consisting at its peak in July 1997 of
an EDP Co-ordinator, an EDP Officer (International Staff) and four data entry clerks (Local
Staff). Software for the processing and analysis of demobilization data (which also served
for data on Internally Dispalced Persons) was developped "in house" and was compatible
with programmes for the registration and monitoring of demobilized soldiers used by UCAH.

By July 1996, the majority of all demobilized soldiers in the SDCs and WDCs had been
registered (the large WDCs in Cuando Cubango province were a notable, and
inderstandable exception) and the EDP Unit was able to produce a table of initial data which
was of great assistance as a planning tool, although as previously noted, the eventual
course of events greatly differed from that expected.

This table was continually updated as the registration procedure progressed, and as new
information became available from the regular headcounts in the SDCs and WDCs. An
example of this updated planning tool is annnexed.

ii. Contacts with Insurance providers for coverage for transport beneficiaries

As with IOM's similar operation in Moçambique, IOM had to insure it's beneficiaries against
injury or death which might be incurred during the return assistance phase. With an
operation of this maginitude (almost 160,000 people provided with return assistance in
1997), on generally very poor quality roads, accidents must be foreseen as a possibility,
despite the preventive measures taken by IOM of hiring only vehicles in a good state of
repair and maintenance.

The only available souce of insurance policies in Angola is ENSA (Empresa Nacional de
Seguros de Angola). IOM entered into negotiations with ENSA which resulted in an extra-
ordinary policy being created which allowed IOM to provide estimates of numbers of
beneficiaries to be provided, to allow ENSA to make preliminary calculations regarding the
value of the premiums, which would be adjusted following IOM's supply of lists of names of
beneficiaries assisted, along with their ages, which allowed final premiums to be
established. In this way IOM was effectively insuring it's beneficiaries after they had been
assisted.

IOM only had recourse to present a claim to ENSA on a single occasion following a fatal
accident in Huila province on the 22nd of September 1997, which lead to the death of two
demobilized soldiers, as well as the child who the driver had swerved to try to avoid, thereby
causing the accident. IOM additionally paid all medical expenses resulting from a serious
injury to the wife of one of the demobilized soldiers who died. The IOM staff member
accompanying the "convoy" lost the lower part of his right arm and was treated in Namibia.
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In total, for 1997 activities, just over us$ 76,000 was paid in insurance premiums of this
nature to ENSA, corresponding to around us$ 0,50 per beneficiary.

iii. Contacts with MONUA, WFP and other logistics partners to agree on terms of
co-operation for fuel, air transport and other logistical requirements

UNAVEM III, and later MONUA provided the backbone of logistical support to IOM during
the demobilization process, from the initial pre-planning stages and throughout the
operations up to it's conclusion. WFP provided great assistance through it's Air Passenger
Service, and through separate agreements in the air transport of beneficiaries.

IOM's agreements with UNAVEM III (which were later transferred to MONUA) allowed IOM to
make use of fuel resources both in PSOs where commercial supplies were non-existent or
sufferered frequent interruptions (as in Uige for example) and in SDCs and WDCs
(especially in Cuando Cubango and Moxico provinces), with IOM reimbursing them for
quantities received.

Where possible, IOM transported fuel in 200 litre drums, but where no road access was
available, or the distances were too great, IOM had to resort to UNAVEM III / MONUA
supplies. In addition to UNAVEM III / MONUA fuel used in Cuando Cubango, IOM
independently flew in several thousand litres of fuel in drums.

As well as sending fuel by plane, IOM, on the same basis of reimbursement for facilities
used, was able to transport vehicles and equipment to the most remote parts of the country
in UN planes. This greatly helped the establishment of temporary offices and transit centres
(mainly in Cuando Cubango Province).

IOM was also able to take advantage of UN flights for passengers, for which IOM was not
obliged to make reimbursements. This service was of great benefit to IOM Angola.

IOM also signed a Momorandum of Understanding which included IOM in the UN Security
Network, which led the way to the provision of armed escorts as necessary during the
assisted return phase of the demobilization, especially in the provinces of Lunda Norte and
Sul, Malange, Uige, Moxico and Huambo.

As a member of the UN Country team, IOM was also able to make use of the WFP Air
Passenger Service which greatly facilitated the re-location of personnel from one
demobilization site to another, the visits of senior staff for monitoring purposes, the
distribution of funds to PSOs (transfers of funds usually had to be done in person, in cash,
due to the weal banking network in Angola), the timely sending of demobilization
documentation etc. This service was of very great value to IOM in Angola.

In the interests of cost-efficiency, IOM and WFP signed a further agreement which allowed
both organizations to save money through the shared use of resources. IOM and WFP
agreed to collaborate where possible to guarantee that flights supplying food to areas where
IOM had beneficiaries waiting for air transport would not return empty. Additionally, WFP
would alter their schedules to guarantee that IOM's beneficiaries would be ready. In this
way, each organization would pay only for the part of the journey actually used (plus a 5%
adminstrative fee from IOM to WFP), and IOM had access to the very favourable rates
which WFP had been able to negotiate with the carrier, Transafrik.
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iv. Co-ordination within the Technical Working Group of the Joint Commission
for Demobilization and Reintegration for the disussion and resolution of
procedures and difficulties, and transmission of results to the field for
implementation.

The Technical Working Group of the Joint Commission for Demobilization and Reintegration
(TWG) was established in order that technical issues arising from dicussions in the Joint
Commission be debated by those involved in the demobilization and reintegration process,
and that workable recommendations agreeable to all parties be returned back to it for
approval.

The TWG was chaired by UCAH and was attended by representatives of the Government of
Angola (and it's relevant bodies such as IRSEM etc), UNITA, UNAVEM III / MONUA, the
members of the Troika, IOM and any other parties who may be invited when dicussions
required their presence. In this way for example representatives of the Angolan National
Police Force were sometimes invited.

Initially IOM was invited to the TWG as an ad hoc member, but over time, as the size and
importance of IOM s role became clear, IOM became in fact if not formally, a permanent
member, invited to all meetings, and contributing an equal voice in planning and co-
ordination discussions.

The TWG met generally on a weekly basis and helped to establish timetables for
demobilization, helped to co-ordinate the availability of all pre-requisites for demobilization
such as the Government's  SEAR subsidy, Demobilization documentation etc.

As the process continued and suffered various delays and difficulties, the TWG was a
useful and effective body for the airing of the viewpoints and explanations of all sides and
became an essential day to day planning tool.

3.1.4 Demobilization procedure for Underaged Soldiers

Underaged soldiers, whilst being assembled in the SDCs and WDCs alongside their adult
colleagues, underwent a slightly different demobilization process.

Along with the Disabled DS, the Underaged DS were also given a "Portuguese Kit"8 upon
their demobilization.

Prior to their demobilization, a "Family Tracing" exercise was carried out using church
organizations and NGOs9. When an underaged soldiers family had been traced, following
information supplied by the soldier himself, the church organizations or NGOs would inform
IOM and UCAH that the demobilization could go ahead. To assist with the family tracing
exercise, IOM supplied 50 bicycles to be used by the catequistas to travel in the rural areas.

Following the development of the movement plan, IOM would be able to inform these
organizations of the probable date of the young demobilized soldier's arrival in the "drop off
point", where he would be met by his family, in an ideal case.

In practise, the family member's were not always able to reach the drop off point in time, and
in such cases the underaged (demobilized) sodlier was left in the care of the local church (or
if there were none, with the local MINARS delegation) until the family could arrive.

8 The Portuguese Kit (a donation of the Portuguese Government) consisted of clothes and a pocket radio amongst other things. It
was distributed only to underage and war disabled soldiers.
9 The entities most responsible for this work were the Christian Children's Fund and Save the Children
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An additional difficulty in practice was that due to unforeseen delays and impediments, the
IOM movement plan was not always respected, and so as the process continued, and
delays became more notable, families were found be be at the drop off points less and less
frequently.

If an underaged soldier decided to change his destination from that originally declared, a
new family tracing procedure would be carried out, and the demobilization of that soldier
would be deferred until a new family member in the new destination had been traced. When
however it became clear that along with other troops, underaged soldiers were changing
their destinations and opting to stay in the immediate vicinity of the SDC from where they
were demobilized, IOM and partners were powerless to further assist the young soldier.

4.2  Demobilization Day Activities

Demobilization Day activities were principally focussed on the SDC or WDC in which the
demobilization was taking place.

One result of discussions in the TWG was the establishment of the demobilization day
procedure (or "circuit") that was used in all SDCs and WDCs (with minor variations
according to local conditions).

The demobilization circuit established as a model followed the following steps in the
following order :

Activity    Body Responsible

1. Calling of troops to be demobilized UNITA (Civil Training Activist)

2. Pre-Embark Medical Check IOM

3. Verification of Travel Card IOM

4. Distribution of Demobilization Cards FAA10

5. Distribution of Benefit Cards UCAH

6. Distribution of SEAR subsidy IRSEM11

7. Distribution of Reintegration Kit IOM

8. Distribution of "Portuguese" Kit" NGO12

9. Distribution of WFP Food Ration NGO

10. Assisted Return to destination of choice13 IOM

10 This distribution was made and witnessed by six FAA officials, three of whom were formerly UNITA troops.
11 IOM was also responsible for the transport of the SEAR subsidy from the provincial capital to the SDCs & WDCs (with UNAVEM
III / MONUA escort), and usually assisted IRSEM in the counting and distribution of the SEAR subsidy on demobilization day.
12 The NGO responsible for this distribution was also responsible for pre- and demobilization day food distribution. The NGO varied
from SDC to SDC, in Chicuma it was ADRA, in Quibala, IPMP for example.
13 Assisted Return to destination of choice, or to Transit Centre depending on destination or air transport requirement.
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As can be seen from the annexed diagram, the demobilized soldiers passed in a line (in an
ideal situation) from one table to another, collecting his benefits or documentation one by
one. This lead to easier control of the handing over of benefits.

IOM was wholly responsible for four of these activities, whilst being involved in a fifth.

IOM's Demobilization Day activities :

3.2.1 Pre-Embark Medical Check
3.2.2 Verification of Travel Card
3.2.3 Distribution of Reintegration Kit
3.2.4 Assisted Return to destination of choice

3.2.1 Pre-Embark Medical Check (P.E.C.)

The Pre-Embark Medical Check was carried out before soldiers were actually demobilized.
The check was carried out usually by the same nurses who had conducted the pre-
demobilization medical screenings. The function of the check was to verify the information
obtained from the screening. If for example someone had been declared fit for travel at the
screening, it was necessary to verify that the soldier or his dependants were not suffering
from any disease that might now cause a medical escort or the postponement of travel to be
necessary.

For those soldiers or dependants who had been declared as "not fit to travel" or "requiring
escort" it was necessary to verify if the beneficiary had recovered from the illness. If not, the
demobilization of the soldier would be postponed until declared fit to travel. If a medical
escort was considered necessary, the nurses could inform the IOM staff at the final stage of
the process to guarantee that one was provided.

The table below shows the results of the Pre-Embark Checks :

Medical Pre-Embark Checks and Escort Statistics

Final Report : APRIL 15th 1997 – JANUARY 11th 1998
CUMULATIVE: All SDCs and the WDCs of Jamba/Biongue,
Mavinga/Kavaleka and Bonga TOTAL

1.   Total case-load of UnS/AS + DEPs  processed 156,499
2.   UnS/AS Soldiers medically checked     (P.E.C.) 38,251
3.   Dependants medically checked  (P.E.C.) 87,323
4.   Total UnS/AS + DEPs medically checked 125,574
5.   UnS/AS + DEPs found  "not fit to travel" (TRC 4)14 160
6.   UnS/AS  IN TRC 3 (or 2 ) escorted 689
7.   DEPs IN TRC 3 (or 2 ) escorted 944
8.   TRC 3 individuals (6.+7.) + family members escorted15 9,556
9.   No of Convoys with nurse escort 398
10. No of trucks transporting TRC 3 passengers 463
11. No of air-operations 53
12. No of passengers escorted in air-operations 6,045

14 TRC . Travel Risk category
15 Estimate based on Travel card data
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A global number of 125,574 individuals, representing between 95 and 97% of the people
who benefited of medium-long distance transport assistance, underwent Pre-Embark
Medical Checks on the day of departure. In 160 cases the departure of individuals found not
fit to travel was postponed.

3.2.2. Verification of Travel Card

Travel cards were both distributed and verified at this point. Travel cards were verified for
two main reasons :

1. To verify the final destination
2. To verify the number of dependants who would accompany the demobilized soldier

The final destination needed to be verified as correct to make sure that IOM staff would be
able to escort he and his family to the correct vehicles. Also IOM needed to know if the
demobilized soldier wished to forego his benefit to travel, by deciding on a destination which
was not that on the card, or which did not lie along the same route.

The number of dependants needed to be verified to make sure that the names and number
of dependants on the list were correct to allow IOM to organise which families would travel in
which trucks to make sure that trucks were neither too full nor too empty.

The verification, or subsequent alteration, of this data was also essential since IOM was
tasked with providing monthly updates as well as the official record regarding assisted return
of the beneficiaries (the Final Statistical report is found in annex). These reports would later
be used for the planning of reintegration projects and other activities related to population
movements, such as provision of health services etc.

3.2.3 Distribution of Reintegration Kit

After the demobilized soldier had received his Benefit card from UCAH, he would proceed
along the line to receive his benefits, one of which was the IOM reintegration kit. A list of the
components of the kit is annexed to this report.

One complete kit was usually on display. This allowed the demobilized soldiers to easily
verify that their IOM reintegration kits were complete in all items.

After some initial difficulties where IOM reintegration kits were often found to be incomplete,
IOM began to seal the IOM reintegration kits after they had been assembled. The DS16

would then, if he so pleased, break the seal on the kit and verify the contents. If any
components were found to be missing or damaged, they were replaced from a small stock
maintained for the purpose.

The Reintegration Kit Programme

In 1997, US$ 2,510,589 was spent on the Reintegration Kit Programme. It is impossible to
divide the expenses of the reintegration kit programme into calendar years and make
comparisons with the outputs of the programme over the same period as can be done with
the demobilization assistance programme,. This is because delays in the starting of the
demobilization process meant that large kit purchases were made in 1996, but few kits were

16 DS  Demobilized Soldier
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distributed (only 1,072). The kits distributed in 1997 were bought in both 1996 and 1997. In
October 1998 IOM still had a surplus of around 3,100 kits due to two main factors :

1. The number of deserters , (registered UNITA soldiers who did not present themselves
for demobilization), was higher than expected at around 26,000 men.

2. FAA demobilized neither able-bodied nor disabled troops. The FAA demobilization had
been expected to take place immediately after that of UNITA.

Spending on the Reintegration Kits Programme in 1996 and 1997 and the outputs of each
year are represented in the table below :

 Expenses
(US$)

Kits
Distributed

1996 2,934,863 1,072
1997 2,510,589 45,368
199817 N/A 869  Average Cost

 Per Beneficiary
Total 5,445,452 47,309  US$ 115.10

(i) Purchase of Kits

In 1997, kits were purchased through an open tender. Various companies were supplied
with lists of the contents of the kits and we invited to send samples and prices. Two
companies were eventually selected to supply the orders, based on a combination of quality
and price.

IOM had previously noted that when kits were supplied already assembled, it was extremely
difficult to verify at the port that all the items had arrived, since this would have meant that
every kit would have to be opened and inspected.

Also, it was found that many of the buckets and other fragile items had broken during
shipping, handling and transport to the IOM provincial sub-offices and SDCs.

Sending the kit components separately to Angola made it easier to verify that suppliers had
supplied the expected quantity and quality, and made it easier to package fragile items
better, to reduce breakage. As a result, in 1997, IOM imported the kit components (through
the port of Lobito), and then set up a production line in Benguela to assemble and prepare
the kits for despatch to the demobilization sites.

In addition to complete kit components, IOM also had to import extra quantities of some kit
components. Some items had been lost to theft. In previous shipments the clothing
component of the kit (known as the "individual kit") had been supplied separately. When
there were breaches in the security at PSOs or in SDCs and WDCs (as in Jamba and
Quibaxe for example), these individual kits were particularly attractive to thieves as the most
immediately useful and saleable.

Other items were broken when in transit over the difficult terrain on poor roads. This was
particularly so with the buckets. Also, the kits were often stored in makeshift warehouses in
SDCs and WDCs and in some PSOs for much longer than expected due to delays in the
implementation of the Lusaka Protocol. As a result, most of the seeds passed their
expiration dates, and vermin ate many bags and fabric items.

17 Refers to kits distributed up to November 1st 1998. Expenses figures for the year are unavailable at the time of writing
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(ii) Assembly of Kits

IOM already had a large warehouse in Benguela. It had sufficient spare capacity not only to
store the kit components, but also to assemble and seal them. The sealing of the kits was a
necessity since despite IOM s best efforts, many kits had been found to be lacking some
items upon arrival in the SDCs and WDCs, after having passed through the hands of a
variety of private road and/or air transporters.

The assembly of the kits was no easy task, since, as can be seen from the relevant annex
each kit had 46 separate components. In July when the 1997 order arrived, IOM began to
assemble kits, finally achieving a rate of around 500 per day.

(iii) Distribution & Warehousing

As PSO Benguela was assembling and warehousing the kits, it also became the centre for
the distribution of kits, supplying all areas of the country.

More flights were available from Luanda to the more remote SDCs and WDCs, so most kits
supplied to Lumege, Jamba/Biongue, Mavinga/Kavaleka and Licua SDCs and WDCs were
trucked from Benguela to Luanda and airlifted from there. Over 2,000 kits were however
supplied by air through the Benguela office, and this required close co-ordination with WFP
in that province. This was necessary since it was only WFP which was granted free access
to the military airport of Catumbela near Benguela, from where WFP sent their food
supplies.

As demobilization operations in the SDCs and WDCs closed, the excess kits were again
returned to be stored in the Benguela warehouse. Whilst this led to higher transport costs, it
reduced the need for the rental of field warehouses, and for logistics and security personnel
in other provinces.

Since there were more deserters than expected, IOM decided against ordering more kits
during the second half of 1997, correctly judging that they would not be needed.

At the end of the UNITA demobilization, IOM was left with around 3,100 excess kits, all of
which are now stored in Benguela. Along with the excess individual items, the excess kit
stock has an estimated value of over US$ 250,000.

Also, a demobilization process for some FAA troops was expected to follow that of UNITA,
the priority being the FAA War Disabled Troops. By the time of writing however there have
been no FAA troops demobilized with the benefits accorded to the UNITA troops and so the
excess kit stock remains.

3.2.4 Assisted Return to destination of choice

The assisted return component of IOM's mandated assistance to the Demobilization and
reintegration process had the highest profile of all of it's activities, and was also the most
expensive component.

The three groups of beneficiaries were assisted in the following totals in 1997 :
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Category Total Ave per DS

DS 40,975
Dependants of DS 107,198 2,6
Dependants of FAA incorporated soldiers 10,282 2,5

Grand Total Assisted 158,455 2,6

For these beneficiaries, return assistance was divided between assistance involving road
transport only, air transport only, and that requiring both road and air transport on the way to
the final destination. Some beneficiaries refused return assistance.

All air transport beneficiaries from Lumege SDC (Moxico Province travelled by both road and
air, since the airstrip was a day's road journey from the SDC. In other cases, for example in
Licua, Mavinga and Jamba, road transport was at least required for the short transfer from
the transit centre to the airstrip. In the table below, a combination of road and air transport is
said to have been used when the beneficiaries were assisted over and above this simple
transit centre to airstrip assistance.

Beneficiaries were divided between these categories in the following way :

Means of travel DS Dependants Total

Road travel only18 34,925 98,720 133,645
Air travel only 471 1,131 1,602
Air / Road combination19 1,382 3,077 4,459
Refused Transport 4,197 14,552 18,749

Grand Total Assisted 40,975 117,480 158,455

The beneficiaries who travelled at least in part by air had the following age breakdown :

Category No. of beneficiaries
Air travel only

% No. of beneficiaries
Air / Road combination

%

DS 471 29 1,382 31
Adult Dependants 349 22 1,076 24
Children (2  15 years) 648 41 1,493 34
Infants (< 2 years) 134 8 508 11

Total 1,602 100 4,459 100

Medical escorts accompanied all air passengers except the sixteen who flew to Cabinda.

A total of 60 flights (excluding the flights to Cabinda) were used either for the assisted return
of demobilized soldiers and their families, for cargo or for a combination of the two.

These flights reflect those on which IOM was the sole user, at least for that leg. Additionally,
IOM frequently took advantage of WFP or MONUA planes which had free space, and for
which IOM paid according to the weight or volume of it's cargo.
18 All WDS from Mavinga / Kavaleka WDC are considered to have been assisted by IOM since for this WDC, IOM transported their
benefits to their villages. Since the journey to the WDC from their villages would have been stressful due to their physical or mental
disabilities, IOM and UCAH considered this method a better humanitarian solution.
19 Includes two DS and fourteen dependants who flew to Cabinda by WFP Passenger Service at no ticket cost to IOM.
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There were three main uses of cargo planes :

1. Pre-positioning of resources in advance of the demobilization
2. Supply of resources (IOM reintegration kits, fuel etc) during demobilization
3. Withdrawal of resources at the close of demobilization and assisted return activities

The table below illustrates the way in which the flights were used :

No. of
Flights20

Passengers only 43
Passengers and Cargo 10
Cargo only 7

Total 60

Cargo space was required mainly for operations in Moxico and Cuando Cubango, supplies
being flown either to or from these provinces with road access difficulties.

The same was true for passenger services (includes cargo/passenger flights), as can be
seen in the table below :

From To Total Pax No. of
flights

Jamba Huambo 656 6
Licua Huambo 208 2
Licua Mavinga 1,602 12
Licua Jamba 589 5
Luena Huambo 708 6
Luena Kuito 797 6
Luena Cazombo 800 7
Luena Lumbala N. 629 6
Mavinga Luanda 56 3

6,045 53

From To Total
pax

Cuando Cubango Other Provinces 920
Cuando Cubango Within the Province 2,191
Moxico Other Provinces 1,505
Moxico Within the Province 1,429

6,045

Luena, Cazombo and Lumbala N guimbo are all in Moxico Province, and Licua, Jamba and
Mavinga are all in Cuando Cubango Province.

20 Includes two flights in January 1998 (one cargo and one passenger/cargo)
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The costs in 1997 of Air and Road transportation21 were as follows :

Demobilization22 Reintegration Kits

Air Passengers 438,692
Air Cargo 33,112 173,558
Total Air 471,804 173,558
Total Road 2,931,692 119,758

Total Transportation (US$) 3,403,496 293,316 3,696,812

The above figures provide financial details regarding the simple transport cost, including
neither the costs of convoy and medical escorts, nor of transit centre costs (where relevant),
nor many other associated costs. A small part of these costs, such as air cargo costs
attributed to the demobilization programme (supplies of fuel and equipment to remote areas
for example) are included.

The table below indicates, in these terms, the average simple transport cost per beneficiary :
Air Road

Cost of Hired Transport (US$) 471,804 2,931,692
No. of beneficiaries 6,061 138,104
Ave. Cost p/Pax (US$) 77.8 21.2

In the return assistance phase, IOM transported not only the beneficiaries, but additional
"cargo" also. This additional demand on IOM fell into four categories :

Weight

Beneficiaries' Personal Effects Up to 50 kgs
IOM Reintegration Kit 20 kgs
WFP Three months' food ration 200 kgs
UNICEF/WHO Medical Kit23 Up to 10 kgs

Total Up to 280 kgs

21 Includes Plane and Vehicle Rental, Fuel, Maintenance and Salaries. IOM owned four trucks, others used were privately hired.
22 Includes Medical programme costs
23 UNICEF/WHO "Rural Health Promoter Kits"
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Whilst the weight of the various benefits was great, it was the volume of the personal
baggage which often reduced the capacity of the trucks used. Baggage usually included
water containers, buckets etc. which are voluminous, if light.

WFP was mandated to provide the DS and their dependants with a year's supply of basic
foodstuffs, to ease the ex-combatants  reintegration into civilian life.

It was obviously more cost-effective overall for IOM to transport the first food ration along
with the demobilized soldiers rather than having IOM and WFP vehicles driving
simultaneously to the same destinations, one convoy with DS and families, the other with
food. IOM thus agreed to transport the food ration along with the ex-combatants in order to
make the overall cost of the operation cheaper. This raised IOM's transport costs whilst
lowering WFP's.

The same went for IOM s distribution of 328 UNICEF/WHO Rural Health Promoter Kits to 45
Municipios in eight Provinces. This program supported the continuity of delivery of rural
health services by demobilized health technicians so as to ease their reintegration into
civilian life and to also benefit the receiving communities.

It has been noted that some 18,749 beneficiaries "lost" their transport benefit.

Return Assistance was a post-demobilization benefit provided along with other benefits
provided by the Government of Angola and the international community. It became clear
during the demobilization in regions 1 and 2 however that soldiers were changing their
intended destinations on the day of demobilization. This decision often appeared to be
made under coercion by UNITA personnel in the SDCs and WDCs. This played havoc with
IOM s movement plans, as previously mentioned. It also led to the transparency and
voluntary nature of the decisions demobilized soldiers were making during the
demobilization process.

A demobilized soldier could not be forced to go to his previously chosen destination. The
only deterrent open to the international community was to deny the return assistance benefit
to any DS who changed his destination on the day of demobilization, unless the new
destination lay along the same route as the old. In practice, the majority of the DS who
changed their destinations on demobilization day, decided to stay in the immediate vicinity
of the SDC or WDC from which he had been demobilized, usually in the same comuna24.
This amounted more to a refusal of the benefit by the DS than a sanction by the
international community.

This decision came into effect for the demobilizations in Regions 2 to 6, although all
demobilized soldiers in the Mavinga / Kavaleka WDC in Cuando Cubango Province received
transport assistance due to their physical or mental infirmity, regardless of their having or not
having changed their destinations.

24 Comuna  administrative unit, between Municipio  (district) and Aldeia  (village)
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Of those DS who remained in the same comuna as the SDC from which they were
demobilized, the totals receiving or being offered transport assistance, and the totals denied
(or refusing) the transport benefit are shown in the graph below :

DS Depe
Stayed in the same Comuna 15,551 41,596
Stayed and received / were offered
Transport Assistance Benefit

11,354 27,044

Stayed and lost / refused Transport
Assistance Benefit

4,197 14,552

The breakdown by SDC/WDC of those DS who were denied transport benefit, or refused it
by changing their destination on demobilization day is shown below :

Region / Category Area DS Deps.
1 / SDC Vila Nova
1 / SDC Londuimbali
1 / SDC Quibala
1 / WDC Bonga
2 / SDC Chicuma
2 / SDC N'gove
3 / SDC Quibaxe 217 875
3 / SDC Negage 789 2,442
3 / SDC N'tuco 353 504
3 / WDC Kangola 91 254
4 / SDC Catala 76 120
4 / SDC Muxinda 20 50
5 / SDC Lumege 7 5
5 / SDC Chitembo 620 1,167
5 / SDC Andulo 493 291
6 / SDC Caiundo 111 287
6 / SDC Licua 9 36
6 / WDC Jamba 806 5,773
6 / WDC Bionge 605 2,748
6 / WDC Mavinga
6 / WDC Kavaleka

TOTAL 4,197 14,552

Almost 10,000 potential beneficiaries lost or refused their right to return assistance in
Jamba/Biongue (over half the total) after choosing not to return to their originally declared
destinations. IOM saved around US$ 510,000 in air transport costs as a result, since almost
all original destinations lay outside Cuando Cubango Province, (the majority in Huambo or
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Bié). The large number of DS remaining unexpectedly in Cuando Cubango caused
difficulties for partners providing reintegration services.

When DS changed their destinations in SDCs like Caiundo and N'tuco, IOM s savings were
smaller. Such SDCs were a long way from major cities with transport for hire, or had time-
consuming access routes. IOM still had to supply transport capacity to these SDCs, since it
only found out on demobilization day if the vehicles were needed or not. Transport costs
were lower than planned, but the fact that DS did not use their transport benefit did not
mean that trucks did not travel two days on hire to be available for DS who eventually did
not use them.

Delays in the SDCs and WDCs

A further aspect that particularly penalised IOM financially was that of the delays that almost
all SDCs and WDCs suffered during the demobilization process. Many delays were sudden
and unannounced, and led IOM to be present with rented transport capacity when one or
more partners could not proceed with demobilization due to a shortage of one or other of the
benefits. In this way, IOM had to pay for transport when none was actually being used. In
some areas delays (or non-operational  days) were the result of weekends, national
holidays, UNITA "national" holidays, or unannounced absences of personnel. Sometimes,
UNITA unilaterally refused to go ahead with demobilization although all pre-conditions were
being met.

A breakdown of the delays25 experienced in each SDC/WDC is shown below :

No. of days No. of days %
Region SDC / WDC  Operational  Non-operational Operational

SDCs 1 Londuimbali 32 25 56.1
1 Quibala 16 17 48.5
1 Vila Nova 35 11 76.1
2 Chicuma 28 33 45.9
2 N'gove 31 21 59.6
3 Negage 26 10 72.2
3 N'tuco 22 23 48.9
3 Quibaxe 23 31 42.6
4 Catala 16 8 66.7
4 Muxinda 12 2 85.7
5 Andulo 18 24 42.9
5 Chitembo 27 4 87.1
5 Lumege 36 34 51.4
6 Caiundo 19 10 65.5
6 Licua 41 52 44.1

WDCs 1 Bonga 11 18 37.9
3 Boa Vista 3 1 75.0
3 Kangola 3 1 75.0
6 Jamba/Biongue 22 43 33.8
6 Mavinga/Kavaleka26 34 29 54.0

Total 455 397 53.4

25 A Non-Operational day, here, is a day on which, for whatever reason, no soldier was demobilized. Operational
Efficiency is, here, a function of the ratio of days on which soldiers were demobilized to the length of time
between the RDP demobilization of the first and last soldier from each SDC/WDC.

26 The period from the 20th December 1997 to 11th January 1998 when the last six war disabled soldiers received
their demobilization documentation has not been included.
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In this graph, "Jamba" and "Mavinga" stand for the WDCs of Jamba/Biongue and Mavinga/Kavaleka.

The RDP took 852 operational days to complete. That is the sum of the days between the
first and last soldier being demobilized at each centre. Of these 852 days, soldiers were
demobilized (or families of FAA incorporated soldiers were assisted)27 on 455 of the days,
and no soldiers were demobilized on 397 of the days. When two centres were open
simultaneously, and on any day soldiers were demobilized from one centre but not from the
other, this has been counted as one operational day, and one non-operational day.

In this way, soldiers were demobilized on 53,4 % of the days, and there were no soldiers
demobilized on 46.6% of the days.

As can be seen below however, IOM was itself responsible for fourteen of the 397 days on
which no soldiers were demobilized (1,6% of the total).

27 For the purposes of this theme, the term "soldier was (was not) demobilized" includes assistance provided (not
provided) to families of FAA incorporated soldiers.
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Causes of Non-Operational days28 No. of days % of
delays

%of RDP

Sundays & Public Holidays 99 24.9 11.6
Insufficient/No WFP Food Ration 32 8.1 3.8
Insufficient/No SEAR 90 22.7 10.6
UNITA objection 18 4.5 2.1
UNITA holiday 3 0.75 0.4
Verification of IOM Kits 2 0.5 0.2
Insufficient/No IOM Transport 12 3.0 1.4
Lack of FAA/UCAH
Documentation

84 21.2 9.9

Disturbance/Death in WDC/SDC 3 0.75 0.4
UCAH/MONUA recommendation 27 6.8 3.1

Cause not recorded 27 6.8 3.1

Total 397 100 46.6

IOM was able during the period of some of the delays to re-deploy its hired vehicles to other
SDCs or WDCs that were open at the same time as other SDCs or WDCs were suffering
delays. This meant that operations at the operational SDCs were sped up. It also meant that
IOM had to pay the vehicles for the journey from one SDC or WDC to another, when no
passengers were being assisted. This was the case for example in late June to early July
when after a shortage of WFP food in Quibaxe SDC led to a six day halt in operations, IOM
re-deployed its resources to Negage SDC in neighbouring Uige Province, one day's drive
away. Operations resumed for only three days before a lack of SEAR funds provided by the
Government of Angola caused a further five-day delay. IOM again re-deployed its vehicles
to Negage. This helped Negage SDC to complete its demobilization process more than two
weeks earlier than Quibaxe, after having begun on the same day. In Negage, over 4,500
more beneficiaries were assisted than in Quibaxe. Four of the twelve non-operational days

28 On some days there were a variety of factors impeding demobilization. For the purposes of this table the "principal" reason has
been cited. Since demobilization could not possibly proceed without the SEAR money or FAA documentation, these have been
considered the causes of non-operational days, even if on the same day there was a lack of, for example, IOM transport or WFP food.
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for which IOM was responsible occurred in Quibaxe immediately after the SEAR funds were
replenished, whilst the hired fleet was still in Negage. A further example was in Andulo
where IOM was able to use some of its vehicles there to assist pax who had arrived by
plane from Moxico Province.

Andulo was however an example of an SDC where delays in the demobilization process
(and its initiation) caused the greatest financial penalty for IOM. Other examples were Licua
and Jamba.

Operations in Andulo were scheduled to begin on August 12th. IOM began to prepare its
team and its fuel and reintegration kits supplies accordingly. This date was shortly
afterwards re-scheduled for the 26th of August, and then again for the 29th of August. As this
latter date approached the date was changed again, to a date "to be decided after the 2nd of
September"29. That date was later "confirmed for the 8th of September"30.

The Opening Ceremony in Andulo did indeed take place on the 8th of September, but the
late arrival of the SEAR subsidy meant that operations did not begin until the 14th, almost a
week later. IOM had fourteen trucks hired for the operation. This additional six-day delay
cost IOM around US$ 21,000. The SEAR subsidy then ran out on the 20th of September,
causing operations to halt. By the end of the month, there were no other land-based
operations within reach of Andulo to which the vehicles could be assigned. The only
operations were in the almost inaccessible SDCs of Lumege (Moxico) and Licua (Cuando
Cubango), and both of these areas were suffering protracted delays due to a lack of SEAR
subsidy and WFP food respectively. Nine of the rented fleet based in Andulo had been hired
in Luanda, a three-day drive from Andulo. By the end of the month IOM had received an
indication that the SEAR subsidy would be replenished on the 9th of September. Rather than
pay trucks to return to Luanda and then return again by the ninth (in this way paying for six
days of truck use, with no beneficiary being assisted), and run the risk of trucks finding
alternative work, IOM had to continue to pay for these vehicles. This delay cost IOM over
US$ 2,000 per day. The risk of trucks finding alternative work was a very real risk since the
reputation of Andulo as a main UNITA base was well known to transport owners. Even with
the promise of MONUA escorts and security guarantees, drivers were very wary of driving in
the rural areas around Andulo. They were aware that in May a truck driving through Andulo
on its way to Malange province had been commandeered by armed men in the area,
causing great distress to the driver, IOM staff and passengers.

Operations in Andulo finally resumed on the 13th of September and ran smoothly until the
closure on the area on the 25th of September, except for a further deplorable incident when
the fears of the drivers were confirmed. The driver of an IOM-hired truck was shot dead just
north of Andulo on the 17th of October.

It was often difficult to save money during the delays since very often the announcement, for
example, of the exhaustion of the SEAR subsidy was made only at the last moment.
Frequently the days following the announcement were littered with promises, which often
turned out to be false, that the money would be re-positioned very quickly. This encouraged
IOM to decide against releasing hired transport capacity to save money, especially where
security concerns were foremost, and where SDCs were remote, involving more than one
day's travel to the provincial capital. Such was the case in N'tuco in Zaire province, where
the operation was further complicated by the appalling road conditions which meant that the
round trip from N'tuco to Luanda took four days.

29 Source : IOM Situation Report 25.08  27.08.97
30 Source : IOM Situation Report 28.08  07.09.97
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The lack of FAA / UCAH documentation accounted for over 20% of the delays. Waiting for
the documents to arrive occupied almost 10% of the entire demobilization period (not
counting delays such as in Andulo that caused constant postponement of the initiation of
operations). It was however a problem which gradually diminished over time. Over half of
the delays incurred for this reason occurred in May 1997, and from August onwards, only 10
days are identified as being caused by waits for documentation to arrive. The problem of the
shortage of the SEAR funds however grew with time. Both causes of delays were principally
the responsibility of organs of the Government of Angola.

The delays caused by waiting for the emission of documents in May is explained by a
change in the procedures governing the demobilization process which was conceded in
Region 1 (affecting the SDCs of Vila Nova, where the RDP began, Londuimbali and
Quibala, and the WDC of Bonga).

It was found that many soldiers were absent from the "Final Headcount" in these centres,
and it was presence at this last headcount which determined eligibility for demobilization
with full benefits (including the IOM reintegration kit and the substantial WFP food ration).

Shortly after the demobilization process began in these centres, many soldiers returned to
these centres and demanded to be similarly demobilized with full benefits31.

There had been protracted delays in the initiation of the demobilization process and the
implementation of the Lusaka Protocol, even before the RDP began on the 15th of April.
Soldiers had been in the SDCs for almost a year instead of the three months originally
foreseen. It was conceded that soldiers had had reasonable grounds to believe that this
latest headcount was also not going to lead to demobilization to take place. It was therefore
understandable that they had been at work in the fields they had begun to cultivate nearby
instead of being present at the final headcount. To allow the demobilization process to go
ahead with a minimum of disturbance, it was agreed that those who had been absent from
the final headcount would be given a further fifteen days following the start of demobilization
in which to present themselves for demobilization.

The Region 1 SDCs and WDCs therefore were divided into a first and second phase, which
caused greater difficulties to all partners in the process than the normal teething troubles
which would have been expected in the first days.

The table below shows the numbers of soldiers demobilized in the first and second phases
of the demobilization in Region 1.

SDC
Soldiers

Demobilized
1st Phase

Soldiers
Demobilized

2nd Phase
Total

Vila Nova 1,670 892 2,562
Londuimbali 1,047 871 1,918
Quibala 1,316 502 1,818

Total 4,033 2,265 6,298

31 Soldiers who had been registered in an SDC or WDC but who were not present at the Final headcount were eligible for
demobilization through Provincial IRSEM offices. However, they were entitled only to the benefits provided by the Government of
Angola  the demobilization documentation, the SEAR subsidy and access to reintegration programmes. In this way they lost the right
to the food ration, IOM reintegration kit and return assistance. A demobilization procedure through the IRSEM offices was established
through the "Open File Mechanism".
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The decision to implement this second phase of demobilization (which was not permitted in
subsequent regions) led to staff and resources being tied up for longer than expected in the
SDCs in Region 1. To ease this problem, Vila Nova and Quibala SDCs were closed after the
bulk of soldiers had been demobilized in Phase two. The soldiers who remained to be
demobilized at that time were mainly those who had been sent documentation which
needed rectification, or whose photographs were of insufficient quality and whose
demobilization would be further delayed pending the resolution of these difficulties. Such
cases were transferred from Quibala and Vila Nova to Londuimbali, where a further 255
soldiers were demobilized and assisted in this way.

As a result of this sudden demand for demobilization documentation in Region 1, (principally
the FAA demobilization card and the UCAH benefits card), the production of documentation
was delayed in Region 2 and Region 3 centres. This caused, for example, a three week
stoppage in operations in Chicuma (Region 2) from mid-May to early June.

Security Incidents

Security incidents which occurred during the implementation of the RDP, and which had a
direct impact on IOM, rather than on the overall security situation in Angola as a whole, may
be divided into two categories :

• Those which occurred in the SDCs and WDCs
• Those that occurred during the assisted return of demobilized soldiers and their

dependants

Incidents which occurred in the SDCs and WDCs

Whilst the list of incidents which follows does not pretend to be exhaustive, it provides some
indication of the tensions which accompanied the implementation of the RDP.

Date SDC/WDC Incident

May Vila Nova On the 9th of June, the SDC was entered and a large quantity of food was
stolen from the warehouse in the SDC using three trucks.

June N'gove When the representative of MOLISV, the NGO responsible for medical
assistance in the SDC, attempted to leave N'gove with the surplus medical
supplies on the 9th of June, a scuffle broke out as some UNITA soldiers tried
to prevent her. In the mêlée, UNITA personnel beat the UNV representing
IOM, as was an UNAVEM III ROMBAT soldier.

There were also frequent disturbances caused by "deserters" who tried to
insist on their right to demobilization, as well as DS who refused to leave the
SDC citing their own security concerns. Such disturbances halted
demobilization on the 7th of June.

June Chicuma Chicuma was bedevilled by numerous minor incidents. This caused great
tension. The worst of these was the invasion of the SDC by "deserters"32

which caused UNAVEM III personnel to visit by helicopter to investigate.
Internal security was strengthened in the SDC and UN partners were
eventually able to leave the area at the end of the demobilization process
with an armed escort.

June Londuimbali "Deserters" entered the SDC's living area and burnt some of the houses.

July N'tuco Upon the closure of the area in mid-July, the local population, believed to

32 "Deserters"  Troops who had not been present at the Final headcount and were thus ineligible for demobilization with full benefits
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have been agitated by local UNITA personnel refused to allow UN personnel
to leave the area without leaving behind some of their resources. IOM was
forced to give up some of their kits and other items, especially blankets.

July Quibaxe The warehouse in the SDC was broken into and a small amount of supplies
were stolen. When caught red-handed by INDBAT personnel, a hand
grenade was thrown by the thieves which fortunately did not explode. One
of the captured thieves was identified as a recently demobilized UNITA
soldier.

September Muxinda 1. Following a TWG recommendation, soldiers were denied transport to
destinations in the provinces of Lunda Norte and Sul. In protest soldiers
created very ugly scenes, including fighting amongst themselves and
demands for IOM transport which forced MONUA, UCAH and IOM
representatives in Muxinda to accept the transport of some beneficiaries
to Lunda Norte.

2. Upon the closure of the demobilization operation, UNITA personnel
stole a sizeable quantity of food. The food was eventually located and
returned by the UNITA commander.

3. An intoxicated soldier who demanded more benefits than he was
entitled to beat an IOM staff member. IOM was not even the entity
responsible for that benefit.

4. Around fifteen UNITA soldiers awaiting demobilization asked for refuge
in the UN section of the SDC, complaining of their fear that they were
about to be sent to a nearby UNITA military training facility.

November Jamba One member of the Zambian Battalion and one of UCAH's Civic Trainers (a
woman) were beaten by UNITA personnel. UNITA was unable to assist in
identifying those responsible. This incident led to there being no
demobilization activities in Jamba from the 12th of November until the 8th of
December.

Incidents which occurred during the assisted return of DS and their dependants

May Malange On the 4th of May an IOM truck left Vila Nova SDC for Caculama in
Malange Province, leaving other demobilized soldiers and their
dependants in Calucinga (Bié Province) en route.

At Calucinga, an uninvited and armed escort of two men with pistols
boarded the vehicle as it proceeded to Mussende (in Cuanza Sul
Province) the next morning.

The two men alighted in Mussende and the vehicle continued to
Caculama. Upon arrival, the IOM escort went to look for the local religious
authorities and/or administration to inform of the arrival of the demobilized
soldiers and their families. Returning from the religious institution, IOM's
escort found the vehicle encircled by armed men who refused to allow the
vehicle to proceed to the local administration.

The IOM staff-member was locked in a room, and the driver slept in the
cabin of his truck. This occurred after the armed men threatened them.

Later that night, the armed men returned, demanded the keys and
installed their own driver. The driver refused to leave his truck with the
armed men, and insisted that he accompany the truck, along with IOM's
representative and the demobilized soldiers and their dependants. They
drove towards Mussende before breaking down in the early morning.
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That night, out of fear (and not yet at their destination, Caculama), the
dependants asked to be let out of the vehicle in Caribo (Malange
Province).

At around 08:00 hours, the Captain  of the group left on foot for
Cangandala, and returned that afternoon with four armed men. They
announced that they were UNITA soldiers. These armed men replaced the
previous men who had taken control of the IOM truck.

The soldiers accompanied every movement of the IOM party for four days
(during which they were not given any food), menacing them with their
weapons. The local traditional leader from Mutua-Zamba intervened, and
calmed down the UNITA men.

Finally a Zairian truck arrived and was able to assist with repairs. This
truck accompanied the IOM vehicle and the UNITA soldiers to
Cangandala. There the IOM party was informed that Bailundo  had told
the soldiers that IOM had no authorisation to use that road, and that the
vehicle must return to Vila Nova with the demobilized soldiers and the
armed UNITA man.

Another man, identified by the soldiers as being a Major, further
accompanied the IOM truck to Mussende.

In Mussende, the IOM staff member was accused of being a spy and was
not allowed to contact the UNAVEM Teamsite, but she managed to run
away and informed UNAVEM of what had happened.

When the UNITA representatives in Mussende realised that UNAVEM had
been contacted, the atmosphere eased and UNITA allowed the truck to
proceed to Huambo unaccompanied. However, they refused to allow the
demobilized soldiers to return to Huambo, and they were instructed by
UNITA to remain in Mussende.

The truck eventually arrived in Huambo on 12th May.

May Huambo An IOM truck was ambushed between Vila Nova and Huambo on the 18th

of May. The truck was returning from Bailundo to where it had transported
DS. The intervention of BRABAT UNAVEM III staff prevented there from
being any injuries or other losses, and one of the attackers was handed
over to civil authorities in Huambo. The next day a BRABAT UNAVEM III
soldier was shot dead on the same road, possibly in retaliation for the
previous day's intervention.

June Uige 1. Several soldiers demobilized in Negage spent the night in the Uige
Transit Centre with their families before being assisted the next day with
their post-demobilization return. Three Policemen arrived in the Transit
Centre and publicly beat one of the soldiers and took him away in their
car. The same day another DS disappeared from the market where he
went to buy some food for the journey. Later, the Police entered the IOM
warehouse accusing IOM of hiding the latter man's family inside.

The Provincial Vice-Governor agreed to resolve the situation immediately,
and shortly thereafter the two men were returned, having suffered a
beating and bearing minor injuries from the assault at the hands,
presumably, of the Policemen.

At the IOM Transit Centre, in the presence of the SECOR Provincial
Representative, the Police Commander delivered in person an official
apology, lamenting the lack of discipline of his agents.

2. Staying in Sanza Pombo (northern Uige province) on the 22nd of June,
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whilst carrying DS to Quimbele. The truck assistant was beaten by
unknown attackers and hospitalised. The overnight stay was the result of a
delay caused by repairs that needed to be made to a bridge. At that time
that bridge had been repeatedly dismantled by local people in the area.

September Bié On the 17th of October, Mr. Fernando da Silva Guedes, a private
transporter hired by IOM, and displaying IOM and UN symbols on his
vehicle was shot dead near Calucinga, north of Andulo after being
stopped by five masked and armed men. The truck was carrying 65 DS
and family members to Cangandala in Malange Province. Only the driver,
who was shot twice in the head, was harmed. The driver's assistant drove
the body back to the MONUA installation in Andulo, from where it was
taken to Huambo in IOM's 4x4.

Roadblocks
IOM frequently met illegal roadblocks and impediments to the free
circulation of IOM vehicles carrying either supplies or DS and their
dependants. Some of the roadblocks encountered are listed below.

UNITA Roadblocks were frequently encountered on the Rio Lui (border of
Malange and Lunda Norte Provinces) such as on the 13th of July when the
convoy was forced to turn back. Other roadblocks were met in Domingos
Vais (near Cuango), Caculama and Caribo, all in Malange province.
Roadblocks were also encountered in Hula and Huambo provinces

ANP33/FAA On the 29th of May IOM vehicles carrying reintegration kits to N'tuco SDC
were stopped, searched and looted (though with very minor losses) on the
Rio Ambriz bridge. IOM vehicles were again stopped (and a warning shot
fired) by FAA troops transporting beneficiaries from N'tuco SDC on the
17th of June. A UNITA nurse accompanied the convoy, and UNITA's
security fears for their personnel resulting from this incident caused the
demobilization in that SDC to be temporarily suspended. ANP (Transit
Police) also frequently and repeatedly, unnecessarily stopped IOM
vehicles on the Rio Cuanza bridge (near Luanda) and in Caxito (Bengo
Province). In Huambo and Bié Provinces, Police frequently refused to
allow IOM to transport necessary fuel supplies to the SDCs, and top level
intervention by provincial authorities was required to unblock the situation.

3.3 Post-Demobilization Activities

Post-demobilization activities were principally logistical or based on reporting.

3.3.1 Logistical Activities

There were three main logistical activities to be carried out after demobilization :

• Completion of Return Assistance to DS and their family members
• Termination of IOM presence in the SDCs
• Regrouping of resources in the Benguela Resource Centre

Completion of Return Assistance to DS and their family members

Post-demobilization Return Assistance was completed, as has been indicated above,
through the use of transit centres and air and road transport means.

33 ANP  Angolan National Police (Policia Nacional de Angola)
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Since the closure of the SDCs in any given region did not mean that the transit Centres
would not be required for passengers in transit from SDCs in other regions, Transit Centres
had to be kept open, in the majority of cases until December 1997. The Transit Centres in
Huambo, Kuito and Luanda remained open well into 1998 due to the low running costs, and
the utility for the IDP Programme which IOM implemented concurrently with the
demobilization assistance programme outlined in this document, and which continued during
1998.

Termination of IOM presence in the SDCs

As has been noted, the process of the closure of the SDCs was often marked by
disturbance and tension (in Vila Nova, N'gove, Chicuma, N'tuco etc.) IOM learnt very quickly
to reduce its resources to an absolute minimum during the last week of operations, so that
should the SDC be ransacked, little would be lost. The number of kits required for the last
week of operations would be estimated and the remainder sent back to the provincial office
for example. Thus when MONUA lost equipment at the end of the Chitembo operation, IOM
did not. MONUA was also very helpful in tightening security in the SDCs, and in providing
armed escorts for IOM's eventual departure.

Regrouping of resources in the Benguela Resource Centre

To enable IOM to close its warehouses in Provincial Sub-Offices as quickly as possible after
SDCs in their area closed, and as soon as possible after they were no longer needed, IOM
decided to regroup all its resources in Benguela, which remained accessible from most
provincial capitals. As the security situation worsened (in 1998) IOM continued to regroup its
resources in Benguela, taking advantage of the MONUA armed convoys to transfer
resources from the north, east and south of the country.

As a result of the worsening security situation, the demobilization of FAA active and war
disabled troops did not go ahead as planned. For this reason, as well as for the fact that
fewer UNITA soldiers were demobilized than expected, IOM completed the year with a
surplus of some 4,000 re-integration kits, which continue to be stored in Benguela. It is
hoped that donors will permit IOM to use these kits for distribution to IDPs, since the FAA
demobilization still seems remote.

3.3.2 Reporting Activities

There were three main post-demobilization reporting activities carried out by IOM :

• Regular narrative Situation Reports
• Monthly Statistical Reports
• Final Statistical and Narrative Reports

Narrative Situation Reports

Narrative Situation Reports were issued on a regular basis and sent to the MINARS Minister
and the representatives of IRSEM, FAA, the Government of Angola and UNITA in the
Technical Working Group for Demobilization and Reintegration. The UN Resident Co-
ordinator, the Embassies of the Troika of observer countries (Russia, the USA and
Portugal), MONUA and WFP also received copies.

The Situation Reports were based on information supplied by radio by either the Provincial
Sub-Offices, or direct by the UNVs in the SDCs. The reports provided a (usually twice-
weekly) update on the progress of the demobilization process, and on the problems and
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difficulties encountered. The statistical data was often a little inaccurate since it was difficult
to quickly sum up all of the numbers of beneficiaries assisted, and supply the information to
HQ in Luanda on the same day. To correct these inaccuracies, a monthly statistical update
was also issued.

 Monthly Statistical Reports

Monthly Statistical Reports contained a one page narrative introduction and updated
statistics and were published by the IOM EDP Unit. The statistical information was taken
from the "Blue Copies" of the IOM Travel card and thus contained accurate information
regarding the eventual destination chosen by the demobilized soldier, as well as the exact
number of dependants who also received assistance.

These statistical reports were normally published on the 15th of the month, containing
information relating to the previous calendar month. Due to the remoteness of some of the
SDCs (especially those in Moxico and Cuando Cubango Provinces), the complete monthly
returns were not always received by the 15th of the month, and so in some months minor
inaccuracies remained, being corrected in the following month.

Copies of the Monthly Statistical Reports were sent to all of the above, as well as to the
donor and diplomatic community, other Government ministries and NGOs.

Final Statistical and Narrative Reports

The Final Statistical Report was produced in May 1997 and is found in annex. This
document is the Final Narrative Report.

4. CONCLUSIONS

IOM provided return and resettlement assistance and reintegration kits to all the registered,
eligible and present-for-demobilization UNITA ex-combatants and their dependants in the 15
SDCs and 5 WDCs (as well as for the families of those incorporated in the FAA, the FAA
Underage soldiers and the Special Categories). By doing this IOM successfully completed
its tasks in the Rapid Demobilization Plan, through which a total of 42,053 ex-combatants
and 117,609 dependants were assisted in their return and resettlement, with 47,088 families
receiving Reintegration Kits. IOM thus contributed to the implementation of the Lusaka
Protocol and the advancement of the peace process.

5. FINANCIAL STATEMENT
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ANNEX 1

IOM DEMOBILIZATION / REINTEGRATION KIT

HOUSEHOLD COMPONENT DOMESTIC COMPONENT

2 x cotton blankets  1 x 4.5 lt. enamel cooking pot with lid

1 Kg of personal soap  1 x 2.6 lt. enamel cooking pot with lid

120 lt. plastic bucket with handle and lid  1 x 19 cm Kitchen Knife

 5 x enamel plates

CLOTHING COMPONENT  5 x spoons

1 x pair of trousers  5 x mugs

1 x shirt  1 x serving spoon

1 x T-shirt  1 x 10mts nylon rope

2 x underpants

2 x socks AGRICULTURAL COMPONENT

1 x pair of shoes  1 x pick eye axe head 1.8 Kg

2 x capulanas  1 x hoe (European, square), 1.125 Kg

 1 x hoe (Traditional, triangular), 0.7
Kg

CONSTRUCTION COMPONENT  1 x machete curved, 16

1 x claw hammer 0.45 kg with handle  1 x flat file for metal

1 x wood hand saw 22 /24  1 x 3gr each of tomato, onion and
carrot seed

1 x 1 Kg assorted nails

 1 x polypropylene bag with drawstring
or zip (to pack the kit)

Approximate Weight = 22 Kgs

Approximate Dimensions = 50cm x 30com x 60cm or 90 lt.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

SDC(s) Selection and Demobilization Centre(s). These were
originally titled Assembly Areas, but were re-named when it
was decided to Select soldiers for both incorporation into the
FAA and for demobilization directly from these centres. The
original plan (as envisaged in the Lusaka Protocol) was to
incorporate all soldiers into the FAA and demobilize some of
them thereafter.

WDC(s) War Disabled Centre(s). These centres principally housed
UNITA's War Disabled Troops. There were five centres, by far
the largest of which were in Cuando Cubango Province in
south-eastern Angola. The War Disabled were not originally
foreseen as beneficiaries of UN monitoring and demobilization
assistance, but were included on UCAH's insistence.

FAA Angolan Armed Forces (Forças Armadas Angolanas). The
name of the "new" armed forces that include soldiers
incorporated from the former FMU (UNITA troops).

FMU UNITA's pre-Lusaka Protocol Army (Forças Militares da
UNITA).

FAA Incorporated Soldiers Ex-UNITA combatants who rather than being demobilized,
were selected for incorporation into the FAA. Their families
were entitled to the same return, resettlement and reintegration
kits and food benefits as demobilized soldiers, provided that
they had been alongside the incorporated soldier during the
quartering phase.

DS Demobilized soldier / Demobilized soldiers

IRSEM The Institute for the Social Reintegration of Ex-Combatants
(Instituto para a Reinserção Social dos Ex-Militares).The
section of the Ministry for Social Affairs (MINARS) responsible
for all affairs relating to demobilized soldiers.

MINARS The Ministry of Social Affairs (Ministerio para Assistência e
Reinserção Social)

SeCoR The Service for Community Reintegration. The section of
IRSEM responsible for reintegration programmes for
demobilized soldiers.

ENSA The Angolan National Insurance Company (Empresa
Nacional de Seguros de Angola). The state-run insurance
company; a monopoly.

SEAR Special Reintegration Assistance Grant (Subsídio Especial de
Apoio a Reinserção). The subsidy was paid in three tranches,
the first, on demobilization day equivalent to 30% of annual
salary. The remaining two tranches, of 50% and 20% of annual
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pay respectively were paid post-demobilization paid through
Provincial IRSEM offices.


